
Neuronal and environemtal effects on empathy, current hypotheses, and
implications for dysregulated empathetic circuity

Analysis

Brain size studies have proven that EQ/encephalization quotient is not as
effective of a marker of brain size as previously thought

Absolute brain mass and neuronal number is a better indicator
Social brain hypothesis may hold true, but EQ should not be weighted
heavily in pre-existing literature for this reason

Theory of mind, though a helpful measure of self-awareness, may not
need to be present in a species to prove empathic and prosocial
capabilities

There are factors such as mirror orientation and species limitations
that reduce the reliabiity of theory of mind data

Prosociality and empathy are two dynamic and complex processes that
are affected by multiple factors, including endogenous (hormones and
pathology) and exogenous (drugs/socialization) factors
Empathy promotes exhibition of prosociality/prosocial behaviors
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Still in development:
Associations between brain size and domestication
features
Understanding the purpose of evolution of empathy
and prosociality (the “why”)
Human-specific research and subsequent analysis
(asides Human Self-Domestication hypothesis)

Potential fMRI data for altruistic human
candidates

Methodology
Meta-analysis

Analysis using raw data from pre-
existing literature (still in
development)
Comprehensive tables regarding  
prosocial animal species and their
subsequent exhibition of prosocial
behaviors
Self-produced diagrams using
BioRender

Results
Mutliple animal species have been
proven to act prosocially

Ex. Small mammals/rodents, some
birds, cetaceans, primates, humans

There are definitive brain regions linked to
empathetic behavior
Dysfunction to neural circuits related to
empathy can lead to reduced exhibition
of empathetic behaviors

Ex. MDMA use and social isolation,
Autism Spectrum Disorders/ASDs

Objective
Why and how have prosociality and
empathy evolved?

1.

In what species have prosociality and
empathy evolved?

2.

What is the neuroendocrine basis of
prosocial/empathetic behaviors?

3.

What happens when empathetic
signaling is disrupted?

4.

Introduction
Prosocial behaviors are defined as behaviors that benefit other organisms at some cost to
prosocial actors, and reciprocity is not required for an animal to act prosocially
Empathy describes an organism’s abilitiy to both mentalize the emotional state of another
organism and use this information accordingly.
Prosociality has been evaluated previously by testing for theory of mind, presence of mirror
and Von Economo neurons, emotional contagion, and through exploration of  various
empathetic brain regions.
Theories such as the Social Brain Hypothesis and Human Self-Domestication Hypothesis
have correlated mammalian brain size and human domestication features respectively to
high levels of social activity in the animal kingdom.
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Different brain
regions  house neural
circuits related to
different types of
empathy.
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